November 2014 Election: Pivotal Races Dot San Diego Political Landscape

Executive Summary
As early voting begins in the November 4th gubernatorial general election, the National University
System Institute for Policy Research (NUSIPR) identified key dynamics to look for in the election cycle.
Using GIS software and data from the Registrar of Voters, NUSIPR evaluated results from the previous
June election and made new assessments for November.
Overall, we found that:







Voter turnout will be higher than the June election (which was 27%). At this point in time,
NUSIPR projects countywide voter turnout to be in the range of 42-46%.
San Diego’s “red summer” will make way for a “purple fall.” After strong Republican
dominance at the polls in June, the November electorate will be comprised of more
Democratic and Independent voters. Controversial ballot measures may also have some
effect in generating higher turnout from moderate and progressive voters.
New voters will be a significant factor in key races. Based on a precinct analysis, new/casual
voters (defined as those that either were not registered in June or who missed June) are
expected to be a significant factor in the 52nd Congressional District race, and to a lesser
extent, the San Diego City Council District 6 race.
For San Diego County, 2014 is the “Year of the Mayor.” Following February’s City of San
Diego mayoral special election, there are eleven mayoral contests on the fall ballot, of which
more than half are competitive and expected to generate voter interest in other cities in the
county.

Voter Turnout
This past June, voter turnout countywide reached historic lows. According to the San Diego Registrar of
Voters, barely more than 1 out of 4 (27.23%) registered voters cast ballots. This is lowest countywide
turnout rate for a gubernatorial primary election for at least the last 30 years. A combination of
political dominance in Sacramento by the Democratic Party, voter fatigue (four elections in the past
eighteen months in the City of San Diego), low voter information, and few competitive elections are to
blame. As Table 1 shows, motivated, high-propensity Republican voters overwhelmed many county
precincts, outperforming their partisan registration by double digits (43% vs. 33%). Few decline to state
voters cast ballots (17%), while Democratic turnout (36%) was slightly greater than registration (35%).

Table 1: Countywide Voter Registration vs. June 2014 Voter Turnout
Republican Democratic Independent
Total
Registered Voters
510,693
538,819
412,751 1,544,841
33%
35%
27%
June 2014 Election
182,931
151,228
71,082
421,860
43%
36%
17%

We project that fall voter turnout will be higher than the June election. Unlike the June primary, low
voter information and low-profile contests will not be a factor on Election Day. The electorate has had
more time to learn about the candidates on the ballot, and more time to formulate their opinions.
Some candidates, which avoided spending significant resources in June, will now have to compete for a
broader pool of votes in the November runoff. Campaigns and political parties have raised millions of
dollars for voter mail and television ads to turn out their political base and win over undecided voters.
In addition, significantly more local candidates will be on the November ballot vs. the June ballot,
including eleven mayoral contests in smaller cities in the county. At this point in time, NUSIPR projects
countywide voter turnout to be in the range of 42-46% with about 700,000 votes casts. However, even
though this is a marked improvement from June it would still represent a 30+ year historic low turnout
rate for a general election.
NUSIPR also expects for a shift from a Republican-dominated “red” June election to a decidedly
mixed, moderate “purple” contest in November. After strong Republican dominance at the polls in
June, historical trends indicate that the November electorate will be comprised of more Democratic
and Independent voters. Labor unions and Democratic campaigns have also been busy campaigning
for down-ticket local Democratic races. Controversial ballot measures may have some effect in
generating higher turnout from moderate and progressive voters, such as the medical marijuana
ballot measures in Encinitas and La Mesa. We expect candidates will be tuning their ads and campaign
themes to broaden their appeal to a less partisan and more moderate electorate.

52nd Congressional District
One of the nation’s top battleground races is California’s 52nd Congressional District, which includes
Coronado, Poway, and the northern half of the City of San Diego. The incumbent, first-term Congressman
Scott Peters, is facing off this fall against former San Diego City Councilman Carl DeMaio. Despite strong
name ID for DeMaio, and a slight Republican advantage, most political experts have deemed this race a
“toss up” or “too close to call.” Both candidates have strong reputations as aggressive campaigners, and
millions of dollars have been spent by both sides over the Congressional seat.
NUSIPR identified a few political dynamics in the District we believe may be factors in this election. The
first is voter registration. Over the past two years, the Republican Party’s 11,000 voter registration
advantage in the District has been cut in half. As illustrated in Chart 1, there has been a shrinking number
of registered Republicans, combined with a small rise in Democratic registrants. At the same time,
registered decline to state voters have increased by nearly 10,000 over the same time period.
In previous major election cycles, there have been late surges in voter registration, a reflection of both
voter interest as well as well-funded partisan and non-partisan voter registration drives. We believe that in
the coming days, the partisan registration gap in the 52nd may continue to narrow. Eligible voters still have
until October 20th to register to vote in the November election.

Chart 1: Voter Registration in the 52nd Congressional District, 2012-2014
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The second factor in the 52nd race will be partisan voter turnout. As illustrated in Table 2, the GOP has a
slim edge in voter registration, but in the June election Republican ballots overwhelmed Democratic
ballots. This is partly the result of three Republican candidates campaigning and spending millions of
dollars, competing largely for Republican votes. However, this fall, the San Diego Republican and
Democratic parties will have to work hard to execute an effective, districtwide Get Out The Vote (GOTV)
effort to push their base to the polls in another low-turnout election cycle. Given historical trends, another
repeat of Republican dominance at the polls is not expected this fall.

Table 2: 52nd Voter Registration vs. Voter Turnout, June 2014
Registered Voters
June 2014 Election

Republican
128,508
34%
57,795
44%

Democratic Independent
122,856
111,166
32%
29%
43,704
25,047
33%
19%

To better understand the voter turnout models that are likely to appear in the 52nd, NUSIPR took a closer
look at the votes received for both Peters and DeMaio by precinct in the June 3rd election. As illustrated in
Figure 1, Peters did best in coastal neighborhoods west of Interstate 805 – Ocean Beach, Mission Beach,
and Pacific Beach. Other favorable neighborhoods include East Village, UTC, the UCSD area, and areas
where renters and young people are concentrated. The geographically linked precincts where Peters
earned a large share of the votes underscores a strong voter intensity for Peters in some parts of the
District.

Figure 1: Percentage of Votes Cast for Scott Peters, by Voter Precinct

As illustrated in Figure 2, DeMaio performed best in his old City Council District, which includes Rancho
Bernardo, Scripps Ranch, and Mira Mesa. He also earned a large share of votes in areas where he won the
majority of ballots in the 2012 San Diego mayoral election, such as Point Loma, La Jolla, and Navajo.

Figure 2: Percentage of Votes Cast for Carl DeMaio, by Voter Precinct

It’s important to remember that DeMaio was one of three GOP challengers vying for the Congressional
District in June. When all of the votes cast for Republican candidates in the District are combined, a much
clearer picture of GOP dominance in June appears (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Percentage of Total Votes Cast for Republican Candidates, by Voter
Precinct

The third factor in the race is what we call the “D.C. factor” – the degree to which participation in
Washington, D.C. is an asset or a liability for the incumbent. In the 2012 election, former Congressman and
52nd Representative Brian Bilbray was dealt mostly liabilities from his elected position. As a Republican, he
was a member of the majority party, which suffered dismal approval ratings, especially compared to what
was then a popular sitting president. The controversial votes the Republican Party took in Congress, as
well as their intransigence towards the Obama Administration, proved to be unpopular in the 52nd District.
Bilbray also spent considerable time in D.C. during the election season, spending little time in San Diego
campaigning, making public appearances or otherwise engaged in retail politics. Voters expressed their
displeasure, sweeping Bilbray out of office. For Scott Peters, DC is less so a liability for his re-election. As a

freshman Congressman, he cannot be as easily blamed for the dysfunction of Washington politics,
especially compared to more senior incumbents with more power or high profile positions. Since 2012,
Obama’s approval ratings have dipped below 50%. Still, local polling suggests that in San Diego the
President isn’t especially unpopular and it is unlikely that many voters would be motivated to vote against
Peters as a way of expressing their opposition to President Obama. The Congressman has also had an
active calendar in San Diego since he was first elected, making numerous public appearances and engaging
the voting electorate, making traditional retail politics and constituent services a key priority. Still, what
incumbency advantage Peters does have may be in short supply. According to Dr. Gary Jacobson, Professor
of Political Science at UC San Diego, incumbency used to give Congressional Representatives a 7-8%
advantage on Election Day; however, due to increasing partisanship and polarization that is trending in the
U.S. politics as well as the electorate, the advantage is closer to 3-4% today.
The fourth and final factor that we see affecting the 52nd race is new/casual voters – those voters who
either skipped the June 3rd election or were not registered to vote at the time, but are now tuning in.
Countywide, there may be up to 280,000 new ballots cast in November that were not cast in the primary
election, if our turnout projection holds. In the 52nd, there may be roughly 45,000 voters participating in
November who did not cast votes in June.
NUSIPR identified the top voter precincts where new voters appear at levels above and beyond the
average rate. To start our analysis, we evaluated votes by precinct from the June 2010 and November
2010 gubernatorial elections in San Diego County. We looked at the overall turnout rate in June 2010
(38%) and November 2010 (65%). To identify the precincts with exceptionally higher turnout rates in
November, we focused only on those precincts which had a net turnout rate that exceeded the median of
the difference between those elections (more than 27%). To adjust for the large range of values we
received, we took the square root of those figures, and mapped those precincts that exceeded the median
of the square root, coloring those precincts purple (Figure 4).
As Figure 4 illustrates, the top precincts for new voters are largely in younger (18 to 40 years of age),
affluent, Caucasian communities. They are a combination of Generation X and Millenial voters, and lean
mostly Democratic and Decline to State. These precincts are not in the older, quieter suburban enclaves of
San Diego (Clairemont Mesa & Navajo) – they are the newer developments in North County, and the
dynamic urban and coastal neighborhoods of San Diego.

Figure 4: Top Precincts for New Voters in General Elections, 2010

In this election, Peters would appear at first glance to have the advantage with new voters. Most new
voters live in areas where he did best in the June election – in coastal communities, near UCSD, and in
neighborhoods north of Torrey Pines and immediately east of Interstate 5. These neighborhoods, for the
most part, are all part of the Congressman’s old City Council District. Still, DeMaio did well in those same
precincts in the 2012 San Diego mayoral election.

With a strong, inland political base, DeMaio’s challenge will be to cast himself more in line with the
moderate, coastal Republican pedigree of candidates that have represented those areas in the past.
In sum, the 52nd race is another classic example of a battle for San Diego’s moderately conservative
“coastal” voters. Going back to at least Pete Wilson’s first race for Mayor of San Diego a key dynamic for
San Diego’s “mid-coast” region is the competition for voters who want strong environmental protections,
small and efficient government, a strong focus on issue of concern to homeowners (road improvements,
open space, suburban amenities), and whom are antithetical to intrusive government actions in what they
consider their personal choices and behavior. The challenge for both national political parties is that there
are core aspects of their “brand” which cut against these voters preferences. For Congressmen Peters he
has to downplay core Democratic platform positions that call for significant increases in social spending,
the central importance of the fights against poverty and inequality, and the prominent role played in the
modern party by public employee unions – all issues which are at least of secondary importance to swing
voters in the 52nd if not a net negative on the campaign trail. For Councilmember DeMaio his challenge is
the one that the GOP nation-wide and especially in California continues to face – how national messages
about social conservatism and support for regulatory roll-backs cut against the preferences of especially
suburban women voters – who want government to regulate in ways that protect the local environment
(and thus the value of their biggest asset, their home) and who are opposed to government action in areas
(same sex marriage, reproductive rights) which they believe should remain in the private realm.

City Council District 6
In the City of San Diego’s District 6 election, candidates Chris Cate and Carol Kim are squaring off for what
will decide the balance of power at City Hall. Presently, Democratic City Councilmembers can override a
mayoral veto with their 6-3 majority in the City Council. If Republican Cate is elected, the Democratic
Councilmembers will still be in control (5-4), but will be unable to override a mayoral veto along partisan
lines. NUSIPR took a closer look at this pivotal race, beginning with the June 2014 election results.
As illustrated in Table 3, Democratic voters have a slight registration edge over Republicans; however, GOP
voters outperformed their registration by double digits on Election Day.

Table 3: District 6 Voter Registration vs. Voter Turnout, June 2014
Registered Voters
June 2014 Election

Republican Democratic Independent
22,159
23,561
21,278
31%
33%
30%
9,658
8,180
4,720
41%
35%
20%

Total
70,774
23,489

Taking a closer look at the votes earned by precinct, some clear patterns emerge. Cate performed best in
west Clairemont Mesa, Park Village and Sorrento Valley. Kim received votes throughout the District,
though those votes were not concentrated in any particular area. The map of her votes received by
precinct (Figure 6) largely overlaps with the map of votes Scott Peters received in the 52nd District. This
underscores how both Cate and Kim are partially dependent on the higher turnout generated by the
candidates in the 52nd District, which completely envelops Council District 6.

Figure 5: Percentage of Votes Cast for Chris Cate, by Voter Precinct

Figure 6: Percentage of Votes Cast for Carol Kim, by Voter Precinct

With regard to the November election, some factors will be in play. Cate has received the endorsement of
former candidate Mitz Lee, likely earning some of her votes, particularly those from the Asian & Pacific
Islander community. Cate also performed best in the few areas where new voters will be exceptionally
high – Sorrento Valley and Park Village. Still, with a slight Democratic advantage in the District, and Kim’s
polished candidate qualities, a close election is expected. Both candidates have only weeks to turn out
their base and win over undecided voters, particularly those that are harder to motivate to the polls and
require more intensive resources to appeal to, such as Asian voters and Independents.

2014: The Year of the Mayor
Given the uniquely large number of mayoral contests this year, and the real potential for changes in
leadership throughout the region, NUSIPR has deemed 2014 the “Year of the Mayor” in San Diego
County. Following the February 2014 mayoral special election for the City of San Diego, there are nearly a
dozen mayoral contests this fall in cities throughout the region, more than half of which have been
deemed competitive by political experts.
In Chula Vista, former City Councilmember Jerry Rindone faces off against sitting Councilmember Mary
Salas in an open contest to fill the seat left by Mayor Cheryl Cox, who is termed out of office.
Two cities will be choosing a new Mayor, but under atypical circumstances. In Encinitas, Mayor Kristin
Gaspar faces off against Deputy Mayor Tony Kranz and three other challengers for the right to become
Encinitas’ first elected Mayor. In El Cajon, Mayor Bill Wells, who was appointed to the seat following the
2013 resignation of Mayor Mark Lewis, is competing against two challengers to retain his seat.
Two long-time Republican Mayors are facing serious re-election challenges this fall from candidates who
have received their party’s endorsement. La Mesa Mayor Art Madrid, who was first elected to city office
in 1981, is facing off against City Councilman Mark Araposthathis. Poway Mayor Don Higginson, who has
held city office for nearly 30 years, is battling Councilman and country music singer Steve Vaus. One
interesting factor is whether the battle for Poway mayor (and a competitive race for Poway Unified
School board) will swing things toward DeMaio in the 52nd. These are overwhelmingly Republican areas
and it is likely that DeMaio will pick up some votes from those motivated to go to the polls by these local
races rather than the Congressional contest. An interesting subplot for the race in November will be to
look at whether precincts that make up the Poway Unified School District outperform their historic
turnout averages, adjusted for the projected low turnout rate this fall.
The Democratic Party will flex its political power in National City, where party-backed City Councilman
Luis Natividad competes against Independent Mayor Ron Morrison. The strength of political incumbency
will be confronted by political demographics; according to current figures, National City voters are 48%
registered Democratic, and 57% Latino.
Other races include Escondido, where incumbent Mayor Sam Abed is challenged by City Councilmember
Olga Diaz, and Imperial Beach, where WiLDCOAST executive director Serge Dedina squares off against
incumbent Mayor Jim Janney. In Vista, Mayor Judy Ritter is competing against Councilmember Cody
Campbell.
The mayors of Carlsbad and San Marcos face no challengers on the ballot in November, and will win reelection.

Conclusion
With close contests expected in both the 52nd Congressional District and City Council District 6, there is the
chance that an “October surprise” may shake up the election - exogenous events, late breaking news, as
well as candidate-related controversies and allegations may emerge between now and Election Day with
electoral consequences. This is especially true because of the thousands of new/casual voters expected
to cast their ballots this election and how they are not regular observers of politics and current affairs.
Given that this group numbers in the hundreds of thousands, San Diego candidates must once again
reintroduce themselves to the electorate and remind their supporters to vote early. Pundits would be
wise to look at early, by party results – not necessarily because they portend a trend but because of the
way in which it provides tactical advantages when campaign resources are under the greatest stress. If
candidates can get a voter they have confidence is “theirs” to turn their mail ballot in ASAP, the campaigns
can stop sending the voter mail and save those campaign resources for communication pieces to citizens
who have still to vote. Maybe that is the key message for voters in these competitive races – if you vote as
soon as you can you avoid having to fill your recycling bin in October with political mail. The planet (and
the campaigns) will thank you.
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